
The rules:
The team chooses the category and 

the cost of the question. 

Teams answer in their turn.

If the answer is correct the team gets a 

certain amount of points.

If the competitors don’t know the anwer, 

the chance to answer goes to their rivals.
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 1.1. The national 
Flag of Russia 

is…



1.2. What is he capital 
of Great Britain?



1.3. What is the name
 of the planet we live on?



1.4.What is the largest 
country in the world?



1.5. Could you name 
some countries in 

Europe?



1.6. How many 
oceans are there 
on our planet?



1.7. What continent has 
only one country?



The place in the city 
where wolves, hares, 
foxes live is called… 

3.1.



3.2.

The building where you 
can

 go and watch
 the latest film is…



3.3 When you want to 
buy some pills,

 you go to the…



3.4.
Match the words:

1.Post office              площадь
2.Circus                    библитека

3.Square                       почта    
4.Factory                         цирк 
5.Library                       завод    



3.5.

Where do these 
people
work?

1.A teacher
2.A doctor

3.A policeman
4.An actor



3.6.

What does the word 
“a skyscraper” mean?



3. 7 .

Put the letters in the 
correct order:
1)Iapohlst
2)ryilbar
3)dierbg

4)utmidas
5)asnruttear



4. 1. 
What is it doing? 



Every evening 
she____________

4. 2. 



4.3.

Find the odd word:
1.Help about the house, do the ironing,

 skip, mop the floor

2. Clean teeth, camera, 
wash the face and hands,

 have breakfast



4.4. Correct the mistakes:
1.Watch the TV

2.Go to walk
3.Clean the tooth

4.Do me homework
5.Help the about house

6.Go to on bed
7.Read a books

8.In evening



1.  Henry has breakfast 
at 9:15___________ 
2. He comes home 

at 2:45____________
3. He goes to bed

 at 10:30_____________

4.5.



4.6. Fill in the missing 
word:

What, when, where
1.…do you get up?

2.…does she do then?
3.…does she go after 

lunch?
4.…do they come home 

from school? 



4. 7. 
Ask and answer questions about Emma:

1.Secretary
2.18

3.The office
4.Orange juice
5.Home/ 5:30

6.Eleven o’clock



2.1.

These are…



2.2.

What do you wear 
on your feet when 

you are home? 



2.3.

Two things that 
only women 

wear?



2.4.

Find a mistake:
1.There is many apples in 

the shop
2.I eat many cheese.

3.How a lot of carrots are 
there?



2.5.

Sweet food don’t 
include____:

a)cake
b)pickles

c)ice cream
d)candy

e)strawberries



2.6.

When people 
want a drink they 

are_________? 



2.7.

«Healthy food»- what is it?


